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A Message from WCOWMA
Running a profitable business is always a challenge, especially in a sluggish or tight economy. One of the most frequent questions we get from
homeowners is, ‘How much does a septic system cost?’. One of the most common questions we get from contractors is, ‘How much should I
charge?’
The answer to both those questions is pretty similar. The system cost depends on the type and size of the system needed. Pretty simple, right?
Maybe it isn’t so simple as we might think. The homeowner just wants the least expensive system possible. The contractor doesn’t want to work
for free. So how do we accommodate both stakeholders?
With the homeowner, communication is a huge factor. If we can explain to the homeowner what has to be done to determine the type and size
of a system, it is easier then for them to relate that to the cost. Explaining the rules and regulations to the homeowner will help to get your
messaging across. This communication requires a bit of effort, especially if sales is not normally in your wheelhouse, but it is the key to reducing
sticker shock if the site, soils and flows dictate a more expensive or sophisticated solution.
Following the consultation with the homeowner, a clear and concise contract will ensure that there will be little to no confusion over what
services will be provided and what they will cost.
Before you build that contract though, you need to know what you are going to charge for the work. That entails knowing your costs. We
frequently get information in the office on expensive systems that are so under-bid, that there is no possible way the contractor bidding that
price will be able to even purchase the components, let alone get paid for the labour put in.
Knowing your costs for inventory, labour, equipment and other overhead is critical to ensuring not only that you can bid competitively, but that
you are covering your overhead and making some profit. Don’t undersell yourself or your services. If every contractor prices their services
realistically then everyone wins. Homeowners get bids that are reasonably close, so they can make informed decisions instead of just picking the
lowest price because it is so much lower, it is too tempting to walk away from.
Pricing your services realistically benefits the entire industry. It demonstrates professionalism and ensures a level playing field.
This convention season, your provincial association will be providing sessions and workshops on job costing and building business plans. We
hope you will join us to learn more about competitive pricing and building a sustainable and profitable business, even in a tight economy.

Lesley Desjardins
Executive Director

Connect with WCOWMA
www.wcowma.com is your access point to the association and all its activities. The website gives visitors instant access to
training information, upcoming news and events, WCOWMA membership benefits, and other industry resources.
In addition, the website provides easy access to professional installers in each of the four Western provinces. This ensures
that when homeowners are looking for qualified companies to do their work, they’ll find everything they need to know on
the website. The “locate a pro” feature allows homeowners to choose their province, and then further narrow down their
choices to sub-categories such as installers, designers, maintenance providers, pumpers, and inspectors. From there,
homeowners can choose their specific location and then they are taken to a page listing of all the WCOWMA members
offering the services required.
Becoming a WCOWMA member ensures that your name and contact information is at the fingertips of those homeowners
who need your services. Join the 1250+ onsite wastewater professionals in this handy online go-to guide.
For more reasons to join, please contact WCOWMA directly or visit www.wcowma.com
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Determining the Flow
By Chris Seeley, P Eng, Western Water Solutions

1.2 Alberta

Determining the flows from a facility or residence is one of the
one of the most important activities completed by onsite
wastewater treatment system designers. A design peak flow Alberta’s Standard of Practice (SOP) provides information on
rate, typically peak daily flow, is used for sizing the soil
wastewater flow. For residential developments, Alberta
treatment field and the septic tank or other initial treatment
provides the following information:
components. The average daily flow is used to size dose tanks
and determining dose volumes.
For 2 bedrooms or less: 75 Imp. gal. per person with 2
people per bedroom.
If you over-estimate the flows, the septic tank and soil
For 3 bedrooms or more: 75 Imp. gal. per person with 1.5
treatment field will be too big. This increases construction
people per bedroom.
costs for the homeowner but also may result in underfeeding
the field with water and food. It also may increase the
Flows are also increased by adding 11 Imp.gal for each fixture
potential for freezing during winter months. If you underunit (F.U.) exceeding:
estimate the flows, the septic tank and field may be
organically or hydraulically overloaded, which can result in
25 in a 2 or 3-bedroom house
poor treatment, increased sludge removal and field failure.
28 in a 4-bedroom house
31 in a 5-bedroom house
Therefore, it is important to be able to accurately estimate the
33 in a 6-bedroom house
flows. However, the methods to calculate this key piece of
The sum of 33 plus 3 F.U. per each bedroom over 6
information vary across Western Canada.
bedrooms when there are more than 6 bedrooms

1.0 Comparison
1.1British Columbia
British Columbia’s Standard Practice Manual (SPM) provides a
section on daily design flow. The daily design flow is the
estimated peak daily flow to be discharged. There are two
methods to calculate this: one for more standard homes and
the other for luxury homes.

In addition to the above requirements, there are also
requirements to add flow to the peak flow for:
large fill and drain tubs,
water softener discharge,
other high capacity fixtures,
high flow volume showers, and
garburators
Average flows are calculated using the design occupancy of
the home and 227 L per person per day (50 Imp. gal per
person per day) at maximum occupancy.

Using the standard approach, peak flow is calculated based on
number of bedrooms and the living space floor area. In this
case, a two-bedroom house is determined to have a peak daily
flow of 220 Imperial gallons. Each additional bedroom
Saskatchewan Ministry of Health’s Onsite Wastewater
requires 66 Imperial gallons to be added to the peak daily
Disposal Guide closely follows Alberta’s SOP. Peak daily flows
flow.
are calculated based on 75 Imp.gal per person per day at
maximum occupancy for residential occupancies. Where
The BC SPM also requires an additional flow of 0.061 Imperial
maximum occupancy is 2 people per bedroom for houses with
gallons per square foot of living space in a home that exceeds
2 bedrooms or less and 1.5 persons per bedroom for 3
a base value related to the number of bedrooms. The base
bedrooms or more.
values are as follows.:
2
Two bedrooms: 2582.4 ft
The peak flow should be increased to accommodate flows
Three bedrooms: 3012.8 ft2
from high-volume fixtures including but not limited to large
2
Four bedrooms: 3550.8 ft
capacity tubs, multi-head showers, and garburators although
2
Five bedrooms: 4519.2 ft
no specific numbers are provided.
2
Six bedrooms: 5595.2 ft

1.3 Saskatchewan

Average flow is calculated as 50% of the peak flow.

4

The average daily flows are based on 50 Imp.gal per person
per day at maximum occupancy. These should also be
increased to accommodate high-volume fixtures.
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1.4 Manitoba
Currently, Manitoba does not provide a formal estimate of peak flows. In Manitoba, there is a table entitled “Average Daily
Flows” that applies to residences. The table relates bedrooms to flow. It requires 110 Imperial gallons per bedroom.

2.0 Summary
The tables below describe unmodified peak daily flows, modifiers to peak flow and unmodified average daily flows.

Table 1 - Western Canadian Unmodified Peak Daily Flows

Table 2 - Western Canada Modifiers to Peak Daily Flow

Table 3 - Western Canadian Unmodified Average Daily Flow

In summary, it is apparent that Alberta and Saskatchewan are identical for basic calculations. Alberta and Saskatchewan results
may vary when applying modifiers. British Columbia appears to use smaller flows although square footage requirements would
increase the peak daily flow for many new homes. Manitoba uses a different approach for onsite system design that uses the
average daily flow. However, the Manitoba average daily flow is almost equal to the peak daily flow requirements in Alberta
and Saskatchewan.

The official publication of the Western Canada Onsite Wastewater Management Association
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3.0 Conclusions

4.0 References

Note that none of the information here can be used in
designing your specific onsite wastewater treatment system.
First, each system is unique and should be examined by a
knowledgeable individual to determine flows used for the
design of the system. Second, the above describes minimum
requirements for average conditions. Things like pools or home
businesses may significantly change the flow rates.

Health Protection Branch. British Columbia Ministry of Health.
2014. Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual Version 3.
Safety Codes Council. 2015. Alberta Private Sewage Systems
Standard of Practice 2015.
Saskatchewan Ministry of Health. 2009. Saskatchewan Onsite
Wastewater Disposal Guide Second Edition.
Manitoba Sustainable Development. Onsite Wastewater
Management System Program website. Accessed from http://
www.gov.mb.ca/sd/envprograms/wastewater/ on August 5,
2017.

Why is this comparison important? First, one must be familiar
with the differences between jurisdictions if you intend on
operating in more than one province. Second, the different
design flows between the provinces will trickle down through
other system components. Working capacity of septic tanks,
field size, dose tanks, pump requirements and other
components are all, in part, based on the needed volume of
effluent to move through that component. Lastly, designers
should be aware of and consider applying flow modifiers. Three
out of four provinces require the designer to apply modifiers
and, although the modifiers vary, this does show that the
simple per bedroom calculation is intended to be a minimum
standard.
Next to detailed and accurate soils information, an accurate
estimate of the daily flows is the most important piece of
information used in the design of an onsite wastewater
treatment system.
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AOWMA Industry Town Hall Meetings
The AOWMA Board of Directors will be hosting a series of Town Hall meetings across the
province over the next year. These meetings will be held in the
winter season, when contractors are not typically working.
Dates and locations for some of the meetings have been set. Members and
other interested onsite wastewater stakeholders are invited to join us and
discuss industry issues and concerns in their regions.
Meetings will take place from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the
following locations:
January 10, 2020 - Brooks, AB
January 17, 2020 - Lac La Biche, AB
January 23, 2020 - Yellowhead County

January 24, 2020 - Rocky Mountain House
If you are interested in participating in these round table
discussions, please contact the AOWMA office
for more details at 1-877-489-7471.
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Winter Wonderland For Wastewater
Advice For Your Clients
By WCOWMA Staff

Nobody wants to have to call their friendly

If homeowners will be away from home for extended

neighbourhood onsite professional on Christmas

periods, have someone come to the residence and run

morning or when it’s -30 degrees outside, but many

the washing machine or dishwasher periodically to add

people who don’t understand the pitfalls of improper

heat to the system and prevent internal freezing.

septic system operation will have to do just that this
winter. To help avoid those inconvenient hassles, your

Make sure to repair any dripping or leaking fixtures.

association has compiled some advice for members to

Small volumes of water running consistently can create

share with their clients to help prevent some of the

a film of ice over the interior surface of the pipes, which

issues that winter and the holidays can cause with their

can block drainage over time.

system.

Remind clients that in addition to the above tips on how

Never drive over the components of the septic system.

to prevent system freezing, they should also consider

Doing so in winter is more hazardous than at other

the number of people using their system over the

times of the year. System components are more

holidays. Hosting holiday events can wreak havoc on a

susceptible to cracking due to increased brittleness from

septic system, if excess usage isn’t controlled. Guests

freezing. This is especially true of the components

should be informed that continuously running

within your treatment field or mound which may not be

dishwashers and washing machines can overload the

buried very deep. This is critically important for new

septic system. If company is expected for extended

systems as the disturbed ground may not have had time

periods of time, homeowners should consider contacting

to settle.

their service provider to determine whether or not
resetting timers and dose settings is necessary.

Do not compact the snow on top of the onsite system.
The air space between snowflakes is what provides the
insulating factor of snow. Compacting snow removes
that space, allowing the cold air direct access to the
components. In areas with extremely cold
temperatures, but little snow, covering the system with
hay, mulch, or leaves will help to insulate it.
Consider insulating the septic tank lid. Most onsite
suppliers sell polystyrene insulation that can be installed
inside tank lids.

Photo by Pixabay from Pexels
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A Holistic Approach to Water and Wastewater
Management
By Jonathan Kaiser
First printed in Civil & Structural Engineering, October 2019, Vol 5, Issue 19. Reprinted with permission.
As populations continue to grow and shift, all aspects of the
water cycle will need to be optimized for sustainability.
Instead of simply continuing to bandage old or install new,
costly centralized infrastructure, the goal should be to move
toward a dependable, safe, and sustainable water cycle that
includes wastewater. Implementing alternative cost effective,
efficient, and environmentally friendly methods of water and
wastewater management that reduce resource consumption
has broad benefits including reduced power demands and
aquifer recharge. In a 2014 study comparing resource
consumption for centralized and decentralized wastewater
treatment systems, it was determined that decentralized
systems have a 75 percent reduction in consumed energy, 73
percent reduction in released carbon dioxide, and 68 percent
reduction in cost during production and manufacturing
compared to centralized systems. For communities, new
approaches to improve infrastructure financing is critical to
enable communities to implement next generation holistic
water and wastewater treatment strategies. The value of
preserving the world’s water resource is recognized as one of
the greatest challenges of our time.
The evolution of drinking water and wastewater management
shifted toward a centralized scheme due to urbanization and
the resulting increase of pollutant concentration. The
centralized model became the “norm” and public perception
followed that centralized manage-ment is superior.
Meanwhile, globally there are trends of water tables
dropping, saltwater intrusion, sewers polluting surface water,
and stormwater systems failing to meet the demands of
growing populations. The US Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) Office of Water published, The Clean Water
and Drinking Water Infrastructure Gap Analysis, which
identified the potential gap in funding from the year 2000
through 2019 at approximately $270 billion for wastewater
infrastructure and $263 billion for drinking water
infrastructure.

Recharging the Diminishing Aquifer
Historically water scarcity was limited to the arid west.
However, water resource concerns have been occurring in
non-historical locations. In coastal areas where water tables
are low and wells are beginning to run dry, saltwater is
intruding inland, leaving an increasing number of people
without a reliable source of life-sustaining water and
damaging agricultural lands. One cause is centralized
wastewater infrastructure; water is drawn from an aquifer,
then consumed, and then discharged a great distance from
the source, thus short circuiting the natural water cycle for

aquifer replenishment. Also, each wastewater district may
have thousands of miles of piping for collection and that
piping system consisting of old and new pipes is far from
watertight. The resulting inflow and infiltration further
depletes the aquifer as does water supply wells for municipal
water systems. Coupled with lean rainfall amounts and in
some cases drought conditions these factors are extracting a
water resource toll in unexpected areas.

Decentralized Treatment Systems Provide Land Use
Options and Restore Local Aquifers
If developers and builders had to solely rely on centralized
sewering to dispose of wastewater from their projects,
development in many areas would be unfeasible due to a lack
of capacity to accommodate additional flows, the high unit
cost of sewering, or a lack of funding to expand the
centralized wastewater treatment plant.
The decentralized model collects, treats, and discharges to
the subsurface at or very close to the point of origin, recycling
the original water resource to the local aquifer at a low
energy cost. Properly designed, installed, and maintained
decentralized wastewater treatment systems have the
capacity to process large quantities of wastewater into the
underlying soils, making this option a passive and sustainable
form of aquifer recharge; providing both wastewater
treatment and groundwater recharge in one step. Via this
sustainable practice, the replenished aquifer can supply wells,
recharge wetlands for wildlife, maintain base flow for
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Both public stigma and regulations can be barriers to the
acceptance of water reuse. The perception of using
wastewater as a potable water source seems unnerving and
dangerous without proper education; in reality – we are
continuously reusing water/wastewater! In fact, all municipal
water systems that draw water downstream from a
wastewater treatment plant are implementing de-facto water
reuse. Decentralized water reuse simply offers a more direct
and sustainable form of water reuse.

streams, and counteract saltwater intrusion in coastal cities
and towns.
Expanding acceptance of decentralized wastewater treatment
systems is critical to environmentally and economically
vulnerable areas. Replacing or rehabilitating outdated onsite
systems such as cesspools, installing wastewater treatment
where none previously existed, and eliminating surface
discharge and nitrogen pollution have been leading initiatives.
Finding less capital extensive solutions that can extend the life
and expand the capacity of existing centralized systems is also
a high priority in many communities open to smart sustainable
development, but that have aging or undersized wastewater
treatment plants.

Reducing Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) with
Decentralized Strategies
In the United States, there are approximately 75,000 Sanitary
Sewer Overflows (SSOs) each year resulting in the discharge of
an estimated 10 billion gallons of untreated and partially
treated wastewater. The US EPA estimates that there are
5,500 annual illnesses due to exposures to contaminated
recreational waters. Another source of watershed and surface
water contamination is Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs). In
the city of New York alone there are 996 discharge points of
untreated and partially treated wastewater and the US EPA
estimates an astounding 1.2 trillion gallons of water from CSOs
is discharged in the US each year, according to the US EPA
Report to Congress on Implementation and Enforcement of
the CSO Control Policy.

Reusing Water and Wastewater to Boost Natural
Resources
One holistic approach is to embrace water reuse including
wastewater. While standards vary depending on the specified
use of the reclaimed water, technologies are currently
available to treat wastewater to acceptable standards prior to
reuse. For example, irrigation water for landscaping may
require lower levels of treatment as compared to reuse for non
-potable indoor uses such as toilet flushing that requires higher
levels of treatment.
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A still largely untapped water source is rainwater. From small
residential rainwater harvesting systems to those designed for
large-scale commercial applications, the technology in
components, filtration, and controls is propelling this water
supply alternative to the forefront. With little treatment,
rainwater can be used for irrigation, toilet flushing, and
cooling. With further treatment, rainwater becomes viable as a
source of a potable water supply.

Project examples
CSO Challenges in Washington, Indiana
The decentralized solution found by Washington, Indiana,
cleaned up a polluted waterway, saved tens of millions of
dollars in construction cost, and has lowered operating costs.
Washington had problems with CSOs. Like many communities,
the city’s centralized infrastructure was old and decaying —
most of it vintage 1930. Its storage capacity was minimal. As
little as 2.5 mm (0.10 in.) of rain produced CSOs. To make
matters worse, between rain events, the water pooled and
then dried up, concentrating pollutants. The city struggled with
this problem for decades. Early attempts to abate the pollution
included enclosing drainage ditches and creeks in large pipes,
but these fixes didn’t address overall water quality. Facing
federal mandates to clean up its water, the city was in a
desperate situation.
The city hired various firms to study the problem and create a
solution. The studies proposed conventional, centralized
solutions with the most cost effective solution estimated to be
in the $53 million range. Given the average income of the city’s
12,000 residents this cost was not a viable solution. The town
knew they needed to find an alternative solution that the
town’s people could afford.
Water Reuse at Gillette Stadium, Foxboro, Massachusetts
The well-known stadium that serves as the home of the 2019
National Football League Champions, New England Patriots,
also carries the record of having one of the largest recreational
water reuse systems. When the Town of Foxboro advised the
private developers that constructed the stadium that they
could not furnish enough water or treat the wastewater from
the planned 68,000-seat stadium, it became apparent that the
reuse of reclaimed water was the only answer. To meet the
demand for water, engineers proposed to incorporate a water
reclamation scheme into the design. The design would allow
wastewater from the stadium and the community to be
collected, treated and reused for such purposes as toilet
flushing, irrigation, cooling water and flushing of streets and
sidewalks.
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capture viruses. Additional treatment is provided to
biologically convert the nitrates formed from the destruction
of the ammonia to nitrogen gas. The treated water is reaerated and disinfected using ultraviolet radiation, eliminating
the discharge of bacteria. The community keeps the treated
water aerated and stored for use at the stadium or elsewhere,
if necessary. Excess water is discharged below the surface of
the parking lot by a series of Infiltrator Chamber Beds,
allowing recharge of the local aquifer.

Conclusion
With aquifers rapidly becoming depleted and water tables
dropping, minimizing the impacts to the water cycle that are
under our control is critical for sustainability. Implementing
next generation decentralized wastewater treatment, water
reuse, and rainwater harvesting approaches are three
potential solutions to move toward a dependable, safe and
sustainable water cycle.

The solution to Foxboro’s problem was to capture the
wastewater from the stadium, treat it to a high degree, and
store it for reuse when necessary. The treatment process is
based upon the application of membrane bioreactor
technology. These reactors allow the organic wastes (including
ammonia) to be biologically degraded by microorganisms,
minimizing the need for excess power or chemicals. The solids
in the treated wastewater are separated from the liquid
fraction by membranes whose pores are small enough to

JONATHAN KAISER joined Infiltrator Water Technologies
(Infiltrator) in 2016 as a Project Engineer after graduating with
his B.S. in Environmental Engineering from the University of
Vermont. Jonathan spends his time at Infiltrator working on
septic system design, product regulation, and research and
development initiatives. He can be reached at
jkaiser@infiltratorwater.com.

AOWMA Septic Sense Workshops
The AOWMA has a comprehensive homeowner education program entitled Septic Sense, which is delivered to homeowners in
rural communities at the request of the Municipal District or County. The program provides information on the importance of
using a certified contractor to design, install and maintain onsite wastewater systems, as well as troubleshooting tips and the
answers to frequently asked questions. Homeowners are provided with a package that includes a homeowner
manual, maintenance record, tips sheet and other material.
Brazeau County:
Brazeau County Office
7401 Twp Rd 494
Wed. Nov. 27, 2019
6:00 - 9:00 PM
MD of Greenview:
DeBolt Public Services Building
1115 Twp Rd721A, DeBolt, AB
Tues. Dec 10, 2019
6:00 - 9:00 PM

Priddis
Priddis Community Hall
1900 RR 32, Priddis, AB
January 14, 2020
Time to be announced

High River
January 21, 2020
Highwood Memorial Centre,
128 - 5 Avenue SW, High River, AB
Time to be announced

Davisburg
Davisburg Community Hall
258117-96 Street E, Foothills, AB
January 15, 2020
Time to be announced

Rocky View County
March 25, 2020
County Hall
262075 Rocky View Point, Rocky View
County, AB
6:00 - 9:00

If you are interested in participating in these workshops, please contact the AOWMA office for
more details at 1-877-489-7471. Check the events page at www.aowma.com for future sessions.
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ADVERTISING & SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
Did you know that are plenty of opportunities to support your industry organization and
promote your business? We have options for a variety of price points.
•

Sponsor a training event with any of our provincial chapters

•

Advertise in our monthly newsletter

•

Have your ad featured in an upcoming issue of this magazine (see page 36 for details)

•

Promote your business at the upcoming trade shows in British Columbia and Alberta,
either in the printed convention magazine, on the delegate bags, by sponsoring a meal,
or by exhibiting in our trade show hall

Contact WCOWMA, or your provincial chapter, today for more information.
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Septic Installation and Excavation Tips
An installer shares knowledge gained through years of experience

By Joe Karthein, ROWP
This article first appeared online at OnsiteInstaller.com on
Oct. 31, 2019, published by COLE Publishing, Three Lakes,
Wis. It is reprinted by permission.
When I started installing septic systems five years ago, I took
all the required courses, I read all the trade magazines I
could get my hands on and I asked my installer and planner
mentors every question I could think of. But I still found
myself wishing there was a comprehensive list somewhere
of installer tips and tricks.
So to help others in the same boat, here are some of my
favorite tips, many of which I learned on my own, though
some of them came from a few of the great mentors I’ve
had over the years.

There are two sides to a 4-inch PVC coupling
Seasoned installers will know this, but rookies probably
won’t. The outside of one of the two sides of all 4-inch PVC
sewer couplings sold up here in British Columbia (Canplas
brand and others) has a slight taper. I imagine this is the
same with couplings sold in the U.S. You must use the side
without the taper when gluing into a Polylok PL-122 effluent
filter or in any application that utilizes the outside of the
coupler as a gluing surface or else the joint will be too loose.
A quick dry-fit first will confirm which side you need to use.
Glue pretank sewer pipe with the bell facing uphill
While I haven’t seen any scientific evidence online or know
of any industry rules here in British Columbia or beyond to
support this thinking, it is logical to me. When gluing sewer
pipe together, especially before the septic tank where there
are solids flowing down the pipe, wherever possible glue the
bell end of the pipe facing upstream (the male end facing
downstream.) This results in slightly less of a lip being
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encountered by downhill waste flow and less chance of
buildup occurring and leading to eventual clogs.
Adjustable drain holes in pump chamber plumbing
Those of us in the north must always be thinking about
freezing when installing. The plumbing loop at the top of the
pump chamber is particularly vulnerable. Instead of the
standard two or three drain holes that are just drilled into the
pipe and that spray uncontrolled into the pump chamber,
consider using a T-fitting, then a reducer to 1/2 inch, then a
1/2-inch ball valve, then a cap with a hole size of your choice
drilled in the cap bottom. This allows you to direct the flow
exactly where you want it to go (for example, away from
sensitive sensors), throttle the flow up or down, or completely
shut it off if you need to for testing. I’ve also used this
technique in pumped-to-D-box systems for throttling back the
amount of effluent going into the D-box. Note: Be sure to add
the friction loss for these T-fittings into your pump sizing
calculations. (Thanks to longtime installer Barry for these last
two great tips.)
A better way to do valve boxes
Despite our best finishing efforts, I was never happy with the
way traditional plastic irrigation boxes both looked on the
surface and how they functioned underground. Often the
boxes we used were either not quite long enough so dirt
easily accumulated around the valves at the bottom or they
were too long so they didn’t work with the final grade we
wanted on the project. After about three installations using
the traditional boxes, I thought of using 6-inch white PVC pipe
cut to the required length and then putting a simple round 12inch concrete paver on top. We’ve been doing it that way ever
since. I think the result is a much cleaner look on the surface,
and it is more functional below the surface. Getting the
perfect final grade is always easy. Often, we’ll drill a hole at
the bottom for the lateral and sweep to be inserted, then
glued for an even cleaner job. This method is also cheaper
than valve boxes. Note: As with most ways to do valve boxes,
this way must be protected from traffic — heavy down
pressure on the 6-inch pipe could cause the lateral below to
crack or be sheared off.
Using a blade float and bucket for cleanup
Any operator with some experience on an excavator that has
a front blade has tried scooping against it with their finishing
bucket as a way to pick up that elusive last half a bucket or so
of material. Of course, that inevitable collision between
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bucket and blade (however light) is enough to make the
operator cringe or at the very least be forced to move very
slowly. But try it with the blade in float position if your
machine has float. It works like a charm. This trick is even
more helpful if you have an angle blade so you can get blade
and bucket exactly parallel to each other easier. I was pretty
excited when I figured this one out.
Move material fast with the excavator stick
Experienced operators will know this, but this is a critical tip
for those just learning to use an excavator so it's worth being
included here. The stick moves way faster than the boom.
When moving anything light or piles, maximize use of the stick
and minimize use of the boom. You will be a much faster
operator practicing this. Conversely, it is your boom that gives
you the power when the digging gets hard. Thanks to Ben, one
of my excavation mentors, for giving me this tip early on so
that the theory of this is deeply ingrained in me and I practice
it without thought.
Count for safety and to avoid repair bills
Towing heavy equipment is risky business. A small mistake can
be very expensive, or worse, injure or kill. When attaching or
taking off each of my trailers, I have a magic number I count
up to that's specific for each trailer. For example, on my
gooseneck trailer the number is seven: landing gear left,
landing gear right, gooseneck pin, safety chain right, safety
chain left, emergency brake module, seven-pin harness. Don’t
let yourself get distracted for any reason until you’ve reached
that magic number in your head. Keep the tailgate out of the
count or you could find it closed when it needs to be open.
Get dust out the easy way
Summer in the Kootenay Mountains where I live means the
inside of an enclosed excavator or skid-steer collects an
abundance of very fine dust. This is the kind of dust that
seems to get past the cabin air filters and accumulates on
every surface. When vacuuming between jobs is not an
option, a quick solution is to carefully remove anything
possible inside the machine that could fly away, then leaving
the door and all possible windows open when towing. In
minutes at highway speed, all dust will be gone. I’m not
advocating getting rid of anything but fine dust this way or
doing anything that a motorist behind you would be
concerned by. Remove the floor mats first if they have any
gravel or clumps of dirt on them. A clean cab equals a happy
and relaxed operator.
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Share your knowledge
With about 100 installations under my belt
now, I’ve learned a thing or two. But I know
there is so much more out there I don’t
know about yet. Some of you probably have
thousands of installs under your belts. I am
as eager as I was five years ago to keep
learning new and better ways of work.
Installers are a competitive bunch so some
might hesitate to give up a timesaving
technique or a better way of doing
something. But if you’re good, you’re good
— you shouldn’t need to worry about your
competitors.

About the author
Joe Karthein is based in the rural area
surrounding the mountain town of Nelson,
British Columbia, where he operates his
small business, Sentinel Excavating. Karthein
has worked in the onsite industry for five
years and to date has completed about 100
septic system installations.
The official publication of the Western Canada Onsite Wastewater Management Association
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UPCOMING EVENTS
January 27-30 & February 11-14, 2020
AOWMA Onsite Wastewater Practitioner
Training Program
Where: Edmonton, AB
Organization: Alberta Onsite Wastewater Management
Association

•Attend best-in-class education sessions, to earn
your CEUs or just to up your game.
•Add in certification classes, workshops, and
technical tours
•Kick back with friends and peers at Industry
Appreciation parties, then hit the town and find out
why Indy’s food and brewery scenes are attracting
national attention.

About: This 8-day training is recognized in the Western
Provinces through Alberta Municipal Affairs and the New
West Partnership Agreement (formerly TILMA). It is
recognized federally through the Agreement on Internal
Trade. This training program has been found to meet or
exceed the requirements of the Agreement on Internal Trade
and the Trade, Investment and Labour Mobility Agreement.

Website: https://www.wwettshow.com

Website: http://www.aowma.com/training/

Where: Regina, SK

February 6-8, 2020
AOWMA Convention & Trade Show

March 4-6 & March 17-20, 2020
SOWMA Onsite Wastewater Practitioner
Training Program

Organization: Saskatchewan Onsite Wastewater
Management Association

Where: Sheraton, Red Deer, AB

About: This 7-day training has been found to meet or
exceed the requirements of the Agreement on Internal Trade
and the Trade, Investment and Labour Mobility Agreement.

Organization: Alberta Onsite Wastewater Management
Association

Website: http://www.sowma.ca/training/

About: The theme for this event will focus on Improving the
Industry: It Takes a Team!
Website: http://www.aowma.com/convention-and-tradeshow-information/

March 12 - 14, 2020
WCOWMA Onsite Waste Water Management
Association of BC Convention & Trade Show
Where: Delta Grade Okanagan Resort, Kelowna, BC

February 17 –20, 2020
WWETT Show 2020

Organization: WCOWMA Onsite Waste Water Management
Association of BC

Where: Indiana Convention Centre, Indianapolis, IN

About: The theme for this event will focus on putting your
Best Foot Forward. Attend workshops and presentations,
network with others int eh industry and earn those CPD
points!

Organization: Water & Wastewater Equipment, Treatment &
Transport
About: Why is the WWETT Show – Water & Wastewater
Equipment, Treatment & Transport – called the Industry
Marketplace? Because it is the only place where
professionals in the wastewater and environmental services
industries can gather to do all this under one roof:
•Check out the latest products and technology –
ready to be bought right off the show floor.
•See the equipment in action at live demos – on the
Expo floor and at WWETT Live! at Lucas Oil Stadium
16

Website: http://www.wcowma-bc.com/convention-tradeshow
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UPCOMING EVENTS
April 17, 2020
MOWMA Education Day and AGM
Where: TBA, Winnipeg, MB
Organization: Manitoba Onsite Wastewater
Management Association
About: Join your fellow members at the Annual General
Meeting. A full day of educational presentations will be
offered, along with the annual business meeting.
Website: http://www.mowma.org

April 26—28 2020
BCWWA 2020 Annual Conference & Trade
Show

Our Supporters

Where: Penticton, BC
Organization: BC Water & Waste Association
About: The BCWWA Annual Conference & Trade
Show is British Columbia’s premier water and
wastewater industry event, featuring one of the
largest trade shows of its kind in Western Canada.
Come experience exciting professional
development and networking opportunities for
everyone in the water industry across BC and the
Yukon.
Website: https://www.bcwwa.org/pro-d/annualconference/

Anderson Pump House

29

Aquatic Sentry Controls

14

EMCO

15

Frontier Waterworks and
Pump Supply

24

H2O Environmental Ltd

6

Infiltrator Water

23

Liberty Pumps

32

Pembina Concrete

6

PolyJohn Canada

8

Sego

7
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British Columbia
Maintenance Provider Training
WCOWMA-BC is editing and formalizing our Maintenance
Provider curriculum for delivery in the Spring. There is a
shortage of Maintenance Providers in the Province and this
training offering will help to bridge that gap.

Homeowner Education

Western Canada Onsite Wastewater
Management Association
The Western Canada Onsite Wastewater Management
Association is a federally registered not-for-profit
organization created to support its provincial chapters in
Western Canada in their mandate to educate, train and
certify onsite wastewater practitioners and professionals
and to engage onsite wastewater members and
stakeholders in the development of strong practices that
strengthen the industry and ensure safe and effective
septage management. Under its overarching umbrella are
four organizations: WCOWMA Onsite Wastewater
Management Association of BC, the Alberta Onsite
Wastewater Management Association, the Saskatchewan
Onsite Wastewater Management Association and the
Manitoba Onsite Wastewater Management Association.

Septic Awareness Week
In September people from across the western provinces
came together to participate in Septic Awareness Week,
which promoted the proper maintenance of septic systems.
Regional districts, municipalities, real estate agents, and
companies throughout all four provinces shared tips with
onsite wastewater stakeholders and homeowners.
Plans to expand Septic Awareness Week activities in 2020
are already underway, in the meantime, information is
available on proper operation and maintenance of onsite
wastewater (septic) systems from the association office or
on our website.
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One of the goals of WCOWMA-BC is to educate the public
about the value of recycling wastewater and the need for
properly designed, installed and maintained onsite
treatment systems.
WCOWMA-BC includes information on their web site about
the do’s and don’ts of caring for septic systems. As well,
WCOWMA-BC is finalizing their homeowner education
program which will be made available to interested
communities upon request. Regional Districts interested in
the program should contact the Association.
The first session of the BC Septic Sense education program
for homeowners will be delivered in the North Okanagan in
January. More information will be available shortly.

Alberta
Photos Required for Permits
The AOWMA is working in cooperation with the Safety
Codes Council on an accepted array of system photos that
with prior approval from the Permit Issuing Organization
could be attached to the completed permit documents in
the situation where the system is backfilled/covered prior
to inspection.
In these situations contractors would submit photographs
depicting key components of the onsite wastewater system
during installation to demonstrate that the system meets
the prescriptive requirements of the Standard of Practice.
The safety codes officer would still conduct a site
inspection and confirm minimum distance setback
requirements.
A committee comprised of AOWMA contractors is working
on a recommendation for this protocol that could be put
into place for the 2020 construction season.
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Where Do You Get That Sand?

Saskatchewan

Research is being undertaken by the AOWMA to source
C33 (clean washed concrete sand) for use in mound
construction.

Annual Education Days

Information from contractors in the field is that the sand
required by the Alberta SOP is difficult if not impossible to
obtain in certain regions. Providing information on where
to source this media will serve not only our members but
will help to inform Alberta Municipal Affairs as work on the
2020 Alberta Standard of Practice proceeds.
If the media is unavailable, a review of the requirement
may be necessary.

Ongoing Continuing Education
A Continuing Education Framework is currently under
development for our industry. The AOWMA has formed a
committee to help build this Continuing Education Protocol
and to represent our industry input to Alberta Municipal
Affairs.

Saskatchewan will be hosting its annual Education Days in
April 2020. This year’s program will focus on building
proper permitting packages for submission to the health
authority.
With the new Saskatchewan Onsite Wastewater Disposal
Guide released in 2018, contractors found themselves
working under the new rules for detailed design
evaluations and other updated design criteria. The
SOWMA office provided many contractors and health
officers with support in reviewing system designs.
The Education Days will provide contractors in attendance
with the opportunity to learn what information should
accompany their permit documents.

Manitoba

When the Onsite Wastewater Practitioner Training
Program was developed, the intent was always to
implement a requirement for ongoing learning. It was
recognized that the limited time spent in the classroom
learning about the science and technology driving the
onsite wastewater industry would not be enough to ensure
expertise. With ongoing continuing education, we can
consolidate our initial training and continue to enhance our
knowledge and skill sets providing continual improvement
and professionalism in the onsite wastewater industry.

Annual General Meeting

Guidance Document for Temporary Onsite
Wastewater Treatment Systems

An Education Day will be offered to Manitoba members
and other stakeholders on February 21, 2020.

Alberta Municipal Affairs is planning on adding the
“Guidance Document for Temporary Onsite Wastewater
Treatment Systems” to the Alberta.ca website in the final
form.
This guidance document is geared towards temporary work
camps and rig sites. Recognizing the seasonal constraints
that impact the ability to properly assess a site for a
temporary camp and understanding the short term nature
of these facilities. Alberta Municipal Affairs in consultation
with industry has created a guidance document to ensure
adequate site evaluation and system installation measures
are taken to protect public health.

Manitoba will be hosting its Annual General Meeting and
Education Day on April 17, 2020 in Winnipeg, MB.
Members are encouraged to attend this event to take care
of the business of the association and participate in the
training being offered. Nominations will be taken for
positions on the Board of Directors both in advance and
from the floor.

Education Day

The Education Day will feature talks on troubleshooting
system failures, pumps and controls and system costing
and contracts. More information will be released closer to
the training date.

What's in a Name?
Following the recent provincial election in Manitoba, the
Ministry charged with the responsibility of regulating
onsite wastewater systems in the province has changed its
name.
Manitoba Sustainable Development is now Manitoba
Conservation and Climate.
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10TH ANNUAL
CONVENTION & TRADE
SHOW
MARCH 12—14, 2020
KELOWNA, BC


Put your Best Foot Forward!



Join us for education and networking!



Support our industry partners by attending the trade show



Contact us for further details:
www.wcowma-bc.com

1.855.872.2645

Call for Papers:
The WCOWMA Onsite Wastewater Management Association of BC (WCOWMA-BC) welcomes
abstracts for papers to be presented at the Annual Convention and Trade Show.
The WCOWMA-BC annual conference serves the onsite professionals in British Columbia by
providing the opportunity to learn about the newest information, research, technology,
regulatory changes, experiences and practices in their field as well as the opportunity to
network with their peers and view the newest technologies available to the industry.
Two types of abstracts are open for consideration:

1. Technical topics including both case studies with limited data and research projects with a
larger data set.

2. Policy topics dealing with regulation and policy, management issues, etc.
They can be presented in a range of formats:

1. Poster
2. 30 – 45 minute presentations in either breakout or plenary sessions
3. Panel discussions and topic seminars 45 minutes to 1 ½ hours
For more information, including deadlines, topic suggestions and submittal procedures,
please visit our website or call 855-872-2645.
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22ND ANNUAL
CONVENTION & TRADE
SHOW
FEBRUARY 6—8, 2020
RED DEER, AB


Improving the Industry: It Takes a Team!



Visit the trade show Marketplace!



Network, Network, Network!



More information?
www.aowma.com

1.877.489.7471

Call for Papers:
The Alberta Onsite Wastewater Management Association (AOWMA) welcomes abstracts for
papers to be presented at the Annual Conference being held in February 2020.
The AOWMA annual conference serves the onsite professionals in Alberta by providing the
opportunity to learn about the newest information, research, technology, regulatory
changes, experiences and practices in their field as well as the opportunity to network with
their peers and view the newest technologies available to the industry.
Two types of abstracts are open for consideration:

1. Technical topics including both case studies with limited data and research projects with a
larger data set.

2. Policy topics dealing with regulation and policy, management issues, etc.
They can be presented in a range of formats:

1. Poster
2. 30 – 45 minute presentations in either breakout or plenary sessions
3. Panel discussions and topic seminars 20, 45 or 90 minutes
For more information, including deadlines, topic suggestions and submittal procedures,
please visit our website or call 877-489-7471.
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New Test Produces Failing Grade for ‘Flushability’
of Single-Use Wipes
By Simran Chattha
The first-ever test of single-use wipes against rigorous criteria
for flushability produced failing grade for all 101 products.

an individual who has dedicated the last 25 years to
protecting sewer system infrastructure.

The findings are summarized in a report, Defining
‘Flushability’ for Sewer Use, that comes out of Ryerson
University’s Flushability Lab at Ryerson Urban Water. Tests
evaluated 101 single-use products, of which 23 were labeled
as ‘flushable’ by the manufacturer. Results showed that not
one single wipe was able to fall apart or disperse safely
through the sewer system test. This can negatively impact
household plumbing, municipal sewage infrastructure, and
consequently, the environment.

“Manufacturers need to be regulated to properly label
products, so that residents can make informed decisions that
can save money, protect infrastructure, and the environment
by properly disposing of wipes in the garbage,” added Orr.

“This research confirms conclusively what those of us in the
industry already knew―that single-use wipes, including
cleansing and diaper wipes, cannot be safely flushed, even
those labelled as ‘flushable,’” said Barry Orr, master’s student
in environmental applied science and management at
Ryerson University. He is also the report lead, a sewer
outreach and control inspector with the City of London, and

To test the flushability of the samples, the researchers
created a working model of the average home’s lavatory
system from toilet to sewer, including the bends and slope,,
plus average water pressure typical of urban infrastructure.
Each wipe was then tested to the wastewater industry’s
specifications for toilet and drainline clearance plus
disintegration. The report findings show that none of the
wipe samples fell apart or dispersed enough to safely pass
through the sewer system without a risk of clogging or
causing damage to infrastructure.
Improper disposal of these single-use products has huge
impacts not only on individual residences, but also on

Pictured: Barry Orr, lead of the report on Defining ‘Flushability’ for Sewer Use
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Pictured: Nick Reid, executive director of Ryerson Urban Water.

municipalities. In 2017 and 2018, the City of Toronto logged
approximately 10,000 calls per year from residences due to
“sewer service line-blocks” relating to factors such as disposal
of non-flushable materials down household toilets.
In addition, the Municipal Enforcement Sewer Use Group has
estimated that $250 million is spent annually across Canada for
operations and maintenance related to the removal of
blockages from equipment, due to the flushing of wipes and
other non-flushable materials. Many of these wipes also
contain synthetic fibres, including plastics, which can make
their way into watersheds, harming water systems and wildlife.
This occurs most often when clogged municipal infrastructure
leads to overflows and spillage into local waterways.

“This important new research out of Ryerson Urban Water
exemplifies the unintended consequences that can result from
everyday actions taken by individuals and organizations,” said
Nick Reid, executive director of Ryerson Urban Water.
“Healthy cities depend on healthy urban water strategies, and
we all play a vital role in this very delicate ecosystem.”
A copy of the full report is available here: https://
www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/water/121212.pdf
Reprinted with permission from WaterCanada.
https://www.watercanada.net

“Defining ‘Flushability’ for Sewer Use clearly highlights the
need for a legislated standard definition around the term
‘flushable,’ that ensures a product is safe to be disposed of
down the toilet,” said Orr. “This will in turn lead to imposing
stricter regulations for the labelling of products. The current
practice is misleading consumers and creating harm on so
many levels. This study is an important step towards regulating
manufacturers to change their packaging.”
The Ryerson Flushability Lab forms part of Ryerson Urban
Water, housed at the Centre for Urban Innovation in Toronto,
Ontario. Ryerson Urban Water is a multi-disciplinary collective
of experts whose research provides cost-effective solutions
that support a healthy urban water cycle while promoting
innovation in water education across societal boundaries.
The official publication of the Western Canada Onsite Wastewater Management Association
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Canada Funds Wastewater Upgrades Nova Scotia
Excerpt reprinted from Environmental Science and Engineering Magazine, August 2019 edition

Nova Scotia (excerpted from main article)
In Wedgeport, the project is set to improve on-site wastewater systems to create cleaner wastewater for residents. The
Government of Canada is investing $417,144 in the project through the Green Infrastructure Stream of the Investing in
Canada infrastructure plan. The Nova Scotia government is contributing $347,585, and the Municipality of the District of
Argyle will contribute $278,130.
“Through this project, 50 homes will have their wastewater system replaced, ensuring the people of Wedgeport have the
services they expect and depend on every day. This is a great step in making Nova Scotia a healthier place to live,”
announced Chuck Porter, Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, in a statement.
Read the whole article here:
https://esemag.com/infrastructure/canada-funds-wastewater-upgrades-in-yukon-manitoba-and-nova-scotia/

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
Stay in-touch on industry news, learn about our latest training sessions, and
check out photos of some of our events all on our Facebook pages.
https://www.facebook.com/wcowmabc/
https://www.facebook.com/
AlbertaOnsiteWastewaterManagementAssociation
https://www.facebook.com/
SaskatchewanOnsiteWastewaterManagementAssociation/
https://www.facebook.com/ManitobaOnsite/
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Saskatchewan Design Basics:
Mound Design Refresher
By WCOWMA Staff

Mounds must be designed with Linear Loading in mind.

What will the distance between my orifices be?

Linear Loading determines how much water flows down

a. Answer – Once you have determined how many

the contour of the sand layer and penetrates the soil

orifices you need, divide them by the number of laterals

before breaking out. Properly designed mounds should

you have to determine how many orifices will be in each

not break out at the toe.

lateral. Then take your lateral length and divide it by the
number of orifices per later to get your spacing. Make

Here are some questions we get in the office on mound

sure the number of orifices meets the requirement for

design:

your pipe size in the Guideline.

How deep should my sand layer be?
a. Answer – The layer of clean, washed sand must be a
minimum of 12 inches deep. If the vertical separation on
the property is less than three feet, you must add an
inch of sand for every lost inch of vertical separation. For

Need worksheets? Worksheets to calculate system size
and pressure distribution are available on the WCOWMA
website in the member interface. Just log in with your
username and password at http://www.wcowma.com/

instance, if you only have two and a half feet of vertical
separation, your sand layer will have to be a minimum of
18 inches in depth.
How long will my sand layer be?
a. Answer – The length of the sand layer is determined
by dividing your peak flow from the residence being
served by the Linear Loading Rate determined for the
type of soil texture and structure, the per cent of slope,
and the depth of vertical separation.
How wide will my sand layer be?
a. Answer – The width of your sand layer is determined
by dividing the area of your sand layer by the length of
your sand layer. (Hint – the width of your sand layer will
be very close to the Linear Loading Rate.)
How many orifices should I have in my mound?
a. Answer – Under the new Guideline, you need one
orifice for every 5.5 square feet of sand layer. The
equation is simple: square footage of sand layer divided
by 5.5 = minimum number of orifices. For example, if
your sand layer is 520 square feet, then 520 divided by
5.5 = 94.54 orifices. Round up to 96 orifices for an even
number.
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MEMBERSHIP
WCOWMA’s 1250+ members continue to strengthen and shape the onsite wastewater industry through their role as important stewards of the
environment and key players in rural land use planning.
Providing a voice for the onsite wastewater industry, WCOWMA Board and Committee Members participate in and sit on a variety of
committees and boards, provincially, nationally and internationally.
Setting the national standard for onsite training. The WCOWMA training program is recognized throughout Canada as the premier onsite
wastewater certification program.
A key focus of WCOWMA as an industry association is to promote professionalism among its membership and to provide members with the
skills and tools they need to successfully design, install and maintain onsite wastewater systems to the benefit and protection of public health
and the environment.

What are the benefits of membership?
Training and Certification
The Association through its provincial chapters provides recognized, accredited training to those providing services to the onsite wastewater
industry. Members receive a preferred rate on training provided by any of our provincial chapters.

Stakeholder Relations
WCOWMA members have an advocate with key stakeholder groups. The Association recognizes the critical need for strong relationships with
other stakeholder groups, whose activities impact the onsite wastewater industry and meets regularly with those stakeholder groups to ensure
the industry’s voice is heard. Membership gives the onsite wastewater industry a collective voice ensuring that industry concerns are
brought forward to regulatory authorities.

Access to Information
Through our website, social media pages, newsletters and magazines, members have ready access to industry news, events, products and
services. Membership keeps you informed.

Website Listing and Referral Service
Members are listed on the Association website. Homeowners and others can search for members by scope of work and by region. Direct links
from the membership Locate-a-Pro page to the member’s website provides homeowners, developers and others with information about you,
your company and the services you provide. Members should check the website regularly for updates.
The WCOWMA regularly receives calls from homeowners requesting referrals to contractors in their region. The WCOWMA only refers callers to
WCOWMA members. Membership helps you market your services.

Public Education and Consultation
A key component of having a healthy and effective onsite industry is ensuring that homeowners have access to the information they need to
make sound decisions regarding their onsite wastewater systems. The Association provides homeowner education through its Septic Sense
program. Membership provides representation to the general public.

Online Member Forum
Pose technical questions on onsite wastewater issues and discuss solutions with fellow practitioners and professionals. Network with your fellow
members. Network and share information with other members.

Additional member benefits:
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Office Supply Discount Program

Group Health Plans

Soils Sampling Services

Additional Benefits – check the member benefits page at

Business Insurance Plans

www.wcowma.com
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TRAINING
Onsite Wastewater Practitioner Training
The Western Canada Onsite Wastewater Management Association provides an excellent industry training program for Onsite
Wastewater Professionals throughout Western Canada.
This training program has been found to meet or exceed the requirements of the Agreement on Internal Trade and the New West
Partnership (formerly the Trade, Investment and Labour Mobility Agreement).
Training, including the number of days, varies by province. More details on each program can be found on the provincial training pages,
or by contacting our office.
Students will be required to complete an online training component prior to attending the classroom sessions.

Courtenay, BC
Days 1 – 5 - December 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13, 2019
Days 6 – 10 – January 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10, 2020
For more information or to register please contact the
association office at 1-855-872-2645.

Regina, SK
Days 1 - 3 - March 4, 5, & 6, 2020

Edmonton, AB
Days 1 - 4 - January 27, 28, 29 & 30, 2020
Days 5 - 8 - February 11, 12, 13 & 14, 2020
For more information or to register please contact the
association office at 877-489-7471.

Please contact Patricia Oleksiew
Red River College | Technology Solutions for the Workplace

Days 4 - 7 - March 17, 18, 19 & 20, 2020
A131N – 2055 Notre Dame Avenue | Winnipeg, MB R3H 0J9
For more information or to register please contact the

Ph: (204) 632-3017 | Fax: (204) 633-6075 | www.rrc.ca

association office at 1-855-872-2650.
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New wastewater system allows winery to reuse
over 5 million litres of water annually
California has been experiencing a series of droughts, which
has meant increased water-use restrictions, and a
subsequent need for wineries to reclaim and reuse their
treated wastewater. When its leach field failed, the owners
of Napa Valley winery Castello di Amorosa knew it was time
to update their wastewater treatment system to address
both these issues.
“A major drought in 2014 led us to be proactive and look for
a replacement wastewater treatment system that would
save water,” says Tim Dexter, maintenance manager at
Castello di Amorosa.

microbes that metabolize and digest the wastewater. It then
passes through the membranes.
The BioBarrier system’s flat-sheet membranes have 0.03 –
1.3 micron pores, providing ultrafiltration. This physically
separates the wastewater and treated water so solids and
bacteria remain in the tank. Treated water (high-quality
effluent), with nearly all contaminants removed, exits the
tanks via a small submerged filtrate pump.

The winery chose a treatment system that uses fiberglass
tanks due to their corrosion resistance.
“Tanks made of fiberglass can safely hold any type of winery
wastewater, which can contain a variety of chemicals and
varied pH levels,” explains Sheldon Sapoznik of
BioMicrobics, who supplied the winery’s wastewater
treatment system.
The tanks are watertight, which prevents infiltration that
could reduce the treatment quality of wastewater and leaks
that could jeopardize the environment.
“Fiberglass was also a more economical option than
concrete,” says Dexter. “The installation process is more
straightforward and cost-effective. Large concrete tanks
often require extensive road infrastructure for access and
costly cranes. Neither are necessary for moving lightweight
fiberglass.”

A precise treatment system

Aeration grids below the membrane modules promote
aerobic microbes that metabolize and digest the
wastewater.

The three tanks operate independently to address the
winery’s wastewater flows, which can vary significantly from
day to day. During the most water-intensive times, when
wine is bottled and barrels are washed, all three tank
systems run. The BioBarrier system in each tank can treat up
to 20 litres per minute. In a 24-hour period, the three tanks
can treat up to 34,000 litres of water. The tanks are
designed to accommodate the surge protection needed for
this high volume of flow, so the treatment process is not
disrupted.

Three ZCL Xerxes 83,000-litre fiberglass wastewater tanks (3
m diameter) replaced the existing plant’s concrete ones. A
BioMicrobics BioBarrier high strength membrane bioreactor
treatment system was installed inside each tank. Aeration
grids below the membrane modules promote aerobic

The Castello di Amorosa wastewater system is designed for
low maintenance, and requires membrane cleaning and
sludge removal only once per year. The resulting clean
water can be reused in numerous ways, including vineyard
irrigation.

“A major advantage of pairing ZCL Xerxes tanks with the
BioMicrobics treatment system is that together they are
scalable and modular,” says Sapoznik. “Fiberglass tanks are
easier to customize, so we can obtain a seamless integration
with the BioBarrier system.”
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Aeration grids below the membrane modules promote aerobic microbes that metabolize and digest
the wastewater.
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“In our first year of operation, the winery
treated and reused over 5 million litres of
water. That’s water we would have had to
source from somewhere else. Our water
now has two life cycles,” says Dexter.
Both the winery and land have recently
been Napa Green-certified, which means
they meet all the regulatory components
needed for environmental sustainability,
including water conservation and
efficiency.
This article appears in ES&E Magazine’s
June 2019 issue.

SOWMA Education Days
The Saskatchewan Onsite Wastewater Management Association is hosting
a series of education days throughout the province
during the month of April.
Meetings will take place in the
following locations:
April 7 - Swift Current
April 8 - Regina
April 9 - Weyburn
April 20 - North Battleford
April 21 - Prince Albert
April 22 - Saskatoon
April 23 - Yorkton
If you are interested in attending these education dates please
contact the SOWMA office for more details at 855-872-2650.
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Stay in Touch
Sign-up for our newsletters today
ALBERTA ONSITE WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
21115 – 108 AVE NW, EDMONTON, AB T5S 1X3
www.aowma.com

PH: 1.877.489.7471 FX: 1.855.420.6332

Contact our office or sign up for our newsletter online: https://bit.ly/2yfpNvr

MANITOBA ONSITE WASTEWATER
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
BOX 386, STONEWALL, MB R0C-2Z0
www.mowma.org

PH: 1.855.872.2659 FX: 1.855.420.6338

Contact our office or sign up for our newsletter online:
http://eepurl.com/bqC8zj

SASKATCHEWAN ONSITE WASTEWATER
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
449 HAVILAND CRES, SASKATOON, SK S7L 5B3
www.sowma.ca

PH: 1.855.872.2650 FX: 1.855.420.6336

Contact our office or sign up for our newsletter online: https://bit.ly/2IDaT6X

WCOWMA ONSITE WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF BC
PO BOX 36086, VICTORIA, BC V9A 7J5
www.wcowma-bc.com

PH: 1.855.472.2645 FX: 1.855.420.6330

Contact our office or sign up for our newsletter online: https://bit.ly/2P8Iubf
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